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All patients who have received anesthesia, regional anaesthesia or

monitored physiological condition care shall receive applicable
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postanesthesia management.
 A Postanesthesia Care Unit (PACU) or a district that
MD., PhD, International critical care unit,
provides equivalent postanesthesia care (for example, a
Hongkong.
Surgical medical care Unit) shall be accessible to receive
Citation: Smitha Standards of Post
patients when physiological condition care. All patients
anesthetic Care. J Intensive & Crit Care
WHO receive physiological condition care shall be admitted
2021, 7:4.
to the PACU or its equivalent except by specific order of
the medical specialist accountable for the patient’s care.
Standard IV: The patient’s condition shall be evaluated frequently
 The medical aspects of care within the PACU (or equivalent within the pacu.
area) shall be ruled by policies and procedures that are
 The patient shall be ascertained and monitored by strategies
reviewed and approved by the Department of medicine.
applicable to the patient’s medical condition. specific
 The design, instrumentality and staffing of the PACU shall
attention ought to tend to observance action, ventilation,
meet needs of the facility’s accrediting and licensing
circulation, level of consciousness and temperature.
bodies.
throughout recovery from all anesthetics, a quantitative
methodology of assessing action like pulse oximetry shall
Standard II: A patient transported to the pacu shall be in the
use within the initial section of recovery. this is often not
middle of a member of the physiological condition care team who is
meant for application throughout the recovery of the
intimate the patient’s condition. The patient shall be frequently
medicine patient in whom regional anaesthesia was used for
evaluated and treated throughout transport with observance and
labor and duct delivery.
support applicable to the patient’s condition.
 Associate correct study of the PACU amount shall be
maintained. Use of associate applicable PACU classification
Standard III: Upon arrival within the pacu, the patient shall be
system is inspired for every patient on admission, at
applicable intervals before discharge and at the time of
re-evaluated and a verbal report provided to the accountable
discharge.
pacu nurse by the member of the physiological condition care

Standard I:

team who accompanies the patient. 1. the patient’s standing
on arrival within the pacu shall be documented. 2. data
regarding the operative condition and therefore the
surgical/anesthetic course shall be transmitted to the pacu
nurse. 3. the member of the physiological condition care
team shall stay within the pacu till the pacu nurse accepts
responsibility for the medical care of the patient.



Standard V: These standards may be exceeded based on the
judgment of the responsible anesthesiologist. They are intended to
encourage quality patient care, but cannot guarantee any specific
patient outcome. They are subject to revision from time to time as
warranted by the evolution of technology and practice.
 Once discharge criteria area unit used, they need to be
approved by the Department of medicine and therefore the
medical workers. they'll vary relying upon whether or not
the patient is discharged to a room, to the medical care Unit,
to a brief keep unit or home.
 Within the absence of the Dr. accountable for the discharge,
the PACU nurse shall confirm that the patient meets the
discharge.
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